Background
==========

By now, wide-scale studies of glasses embedded with metal nanoparticles have been performed \[[@B1]-[@B4]\]. These media are of interest because of surface plasmon resonance in the nanoparticles excited at optical frequencies, which results in the electric field enhancement in the vicinity of the nanoparticles. The latter gives rise to optical nonlinearity, efficiency of Raman scattering, and luminescence of the glasses. An effective technique being used for the formation of metal nanoparticles in glasses is annealing of a glass containing noble metal ions in hydrogen \[[@B5]\]. It has been recently found that instead of or in parallel with the formation of metal nanoparticles in the bulk under hydrogen processing, the growth of metal nanoislands at the surface takes place in certain types of glasses. Nanoisland growth that is formation of metal island film (MIF) on the surface occurs \[[@B6]\] because of out-diffusion of neutral metal from these glasses. In particular, thermal treatment of Ag^+^-rich phosphate \[[@B6]\] and borate \[[@B7]\] glasses in hydrogen results in MIF formation on their surface, whereas growth of nanoparticles in the bulk of the glasses is suppressed. Phosphate and silicate glasses with MIF formed via the out-diffusion have recently been presented as substrates for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) measurements \[[@B6],[@B8]\]. Metal nanoparticles on the surface are also of interest because being closely placed in a small group they arrange the so-called plasmonic molecules (PM) \[[@B9]\], which demonstrate unique resonant optical properties. Various lithographic techniques and organic templates \[[@B10]\] can be effectively used for their formation. However, structuring of prepared nanoisland films for the formation of PM is restricted by the fragility of these films, which can result in their degradation under secondary processing. An approach to structuring out-diffused MIF based on thermal poling of ion-exchanged glasses has recently been proposed \[[@B11]\]. In this paper, we present the model of the out-diffused nanoisland formation and MIF growth, respective numerical and experimental results, and demonstrate application of silver out-diffusion combined with thermal poling of a silver ion-exchanged glass for the formation of separated groups of nanoislands that are plasmonic molecules.

Methods
=======

Processes occurring in glasses enriched with metal ions (further, the metal we consider is silver) under annealing in hydrogen were explored in details elsewhere \[[@B4],[@B12]\]. Oversaturation of the glass with neutral silver formed after hydrogen reduction, generally, results in the formation and growth of both silver nanoparticles in the bulk of the glass and silver nanoislands on the glass surface. The latter is because of bell-shaped depth distribution function of atomic silver \[[@B4],[@B12]\] that initiates a diffusion flux directed towards the surface \[[@B12]\]. Further annealing of the glass in hydrogen results in coagulation and 'sticking' of the nanoislands into a solid film.

Thermal poling of glasses leads to the depletion of the subsurface layer with mobile ions, first of all with monovalent ones \[[@B13]\]. In our case, these are silver and sodium ions of the ion-exchanged glass. Generally, thermal processing of the poled glass in hydrogen should provide the reduction of silver ions in the same way as the processing of an unpoled glass; however, there is a difference in the dynamics of the formation of nanoparticles in the bulk and nanoislands on the surface. In particular, the growth of nanoislands and nanoparticles in the glass starts later because silver reduction is delayed by the time necessary for hydrogen to go through the silver-depleted subsurface layer, and the nucleation of silver islands is also delayed by the time necessary for silver atoms to diffuse through the same layer. Thus, poling of an ion-exchanged glass with a structured electrode can result in delayed formation of silver nanoislands on the surface of strongly poled regions of the glass, and proper choice of thermal poling and hydrogen annealing conditions should allow the formation of structured MIF. Moreover, because of silver diffusion towards the glass surface from relatively distant poling-deepen source, the growth of silver nanoislands is slowest at the initial stage of the hydrogen processing. This provides a good possibility for growing well-separated nanoislands and, if the area of the unpoled region of the glass is in nanometer scale, for the formation of small groups of metal nanoislands that are photonic molecules. Moreover, in the case of identical apertures capable of placing a few nanoislands only, formation of very similar structures of nanoislands should be awaited. This similarity is because of diffusion-driven self-arranged process of the nanoisland formation. It is worth to note that the proposed technique allows easy multiplication of formed structures via repeated use of the same electrode \[[@B14]\].

Results
=======

In the experiments, we used Menzel \[[@B15]\] microscope slides; the ion-exchanged process is described in details in \[[@B11]\]. The use of ion-exchange bath containing 5 wt.% of AgNO~3~ and 95 wt.% of NaNO~3~ allowed us to replace of approximately 75 wt.% of sodium by silver at the glass surface as followed from our previous studies of silver-sodium ion exchange in soda-lime glasses \[[@B16]\]. Chosen temperature and duration of the ion exchange indicated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} caption corresponded to the penetration of silver ions into the glass by 7 μm with the half of maximum concentration at approximately 3.5 μm \[[@B16]\]. Varying hydrogen annealing conditions, we found the mode providing the formation of MIF with clearly separated nanoparticles as shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}a,b while essentially longer annealing resulted in the layer of closely packed nanoparticles (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}c). Visually smaller size of the metal islands in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}c is probably because of atomic force microscope tip artifact \[[@B17]\], that is, the decrease of atomic force microscopy (AFM)-measured size for closer placed nanoparticles. This takes place when the average distance between the nanoparticles does not allow the AFM tip to touch substrate everywhere because it is less than the AFM tip edge. Increased thickness of the MIF in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}c also does not indicate the decreased size of the nanoparticles. The images of MIF presented in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} were obtained using atomic force microscope Veeco Dimension 3100 (AFM; Veeco Instruments Inc., Plainview, NY, USA).

![**AFM images of silver nanoislands on the surface of the glass annealed in hydrogen.** AFM images of MIF on the surface of the glass annealed in hydrogen for 10 min **(a)**, 20 min **(b)**, and 330 min **(c)** at 100°C. The glass slides were ion-exchanged in the bath containing 5 wt.% of AgNO~3~ and 95 wt.% of NaNO~3~ at 325°C for 20 min.](1556-276X-9-606-1){#F1}

To characterize the growth of the MIF, we have measured the optical absorption spectra of the slides. As soon as besides MIF formation on the surface, the formation of nanoparticles in the bulk of the glass takes place and we repeat the spectral measurements after the MIF removal as described in ref. \[[@B11]\] and calculated differential spectra. The peak corresponding to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) measured at the second step characterized silver nanoparticles formed in the bulk while the SPR peak in the differential spectra characterized silver nanoislands on the glass surface. The dynamics of these peaks growth is illustrated with Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. It is worth to note that the peaks related to nanoislands on the surface and nanoparticles in the bulk absorption were at different wavelengths, shorter for nanoparticles (see inset in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and the peaks moved towards longer wavelength with the annealing duration.

![**Input of nanoislands on the surface and nanoparticles in the bulk in SPR absorption.** The optical density of SPR absorption peak due to nanoparticles in the bulk of the glass (triangle) and due to the nanoislands in MIF (inverted triangle). Hydrogen annealing temperature 120°C, ion exchange was performed at 325°C for 20 min. Inset: nanoparticles (NP) and nanoislands (NI) absorption peak in the absorption spectrum of 10-min annealed sample.](1556-276X-9-606-2){#F2}

In the next set of the experiments, we performed thermal poling of the ion-exchanged slides using glassy carbon electrodes, and these poled glasses were annealed in hydrogen. A wide set of poling and hydrogen annealing conditions was tested. According to the results we obtained in modeling the distribution of ions in glasses poled through grating-like aperture \[[@B18]\], the poling time should be minimized to prevent lateral drift of ions resulting in smoothen concentration profiles. Finally, we found a mode allowing the formation of the MIF consisting of well-separated silver nanoislands on the surface of unpoled slides, and, at the same time, there was no formation of the MIF in the poled regions of the glass surface. Then, we poled the ion-exchanged glass slides using the electrode presenting two rectangular nets of 300 × 300 and 300 × 500-nm^2^ apertures with 0.6 and 5-μm periodicity, respectively, made with e-beam lithography followed by ion etching. The depth of the etching was 400 nm. Scanning electron microscope (SEM; Leo 1550 Gemini, Oberkochen, Germany) image of the part of the electrode is presented in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}a. Hydrogen annealing of the poled glass slide has resulted in the set of groups of nanoislands (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}b), mainly containing 6 to 8 silver nanoparticles (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}c,d). Generally, such groups can be considered as plasmonic molecules, which size and number of 'atoms' (metal nanoislands).

![**SEM image of the groups of the silver nanoislands.** SEM image of the part of the electrode (the net of 300 × 300-nm^2^ apertures with 0.6-μm periodicity) used for glass poling **(a)**, AFM images of the groups of silver nanoislands grown after annealing in hydrogen on the surface of the glass poled using this part of electrode **(b)**, and AFM images of the groups of nanoislands grown after poling with another part with 5 μm in period net of 300 × 500-nm^2^ apertures **(c,d)**. The glass slide was ion-exchanged in the bath containing 5 wt.% of AgNO~3~ and 85 wt.% of NaNO~3~ at 325°C for 20 min, poled for 10 s at 300°C using 500 V and, finally, 3 min processed in hydrogen at 315°C.](1556-276X-9-606-3){#F3}

Discussion
==========

The mechanism of the MIF formation on the surface of silver ion-exchanged glasses as well as metal nanoparticles in the bulk of the glasses was firstly described in \[[@B12]\]. Later, we modified this theory and accounted for the nanoparticle nucleation dynamics and the dependence of the critical nuclei radii on the oversaturation of the solid solution of silver in the glass matrix \[[@B4]\]. Within the frames of the present study, we have broaden this approach \[[@B4]\] to the growth of nanoislands on the glass surface via introducing surface concentration of silver adatoms and equilibrium surface concentration of silver. Supposing the nanoislands to be hemispherical \[[@B6],[@B19]\] and accounting for the input of silver atoms diffusing both from the bulk of the glass and along the surface (see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), we constructed the set of equations, which describes the growth of both nanoparticles and nanoislands. Details of the analytical description can be found in the supplementary material.

![**Mechanisms of silver nanoisland growth.** Surface diffusion of the adatoms and the diffusion of atomic silver from and inside the bulk glass in unpoled **(a)** and poled **(b)** regions.](1556-276X-9-606-4){#F4}

Numerical solution of the formulated equations using the finite-difference schemes allowed us to model the dynamics of nanoparticle formation on the glass surface - see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}a. In the modeling, we used data from \[[@B16]\] for temperature dependence of silver ions diffusion coefficient and the approach and numerical data presented in \[[@B4],[@B20]\] to formulate initial conditions corresponding to the case of hydrogen processing of the poled glass. Comparing the dynamics of the nanoisland growth in Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, one can see the trend to the saturation, that is, the saturation of the effective thickness of the MIF. This saturation is because of preferential consumption of silver atoms by the nanoparticles formed in the bulk of the glass, which absorption grows about linearly for longer annealing of the glass in hydrogen (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Results of the modeling performed for unpoled and poled glass illustrate the time gap between formations of MIF in these two cases. Moreover, poling-induced depletion of the subsurface layer of the glass with silver ions essentially decreases both concentration and average size of the nanoislands grown on the poled surface of the glass. This is because of the distance of silver ions - hydrogen reaction frontier from the glass surface, which results in slow nucleation on the surface and, respectively, preferential growth of nanoparticles in the vicinity of the frontier that is in the bulk of the glass. At the beginning of the hydrogen annealing of the unpoled glasses that interaction frontier is close to the surface that allows fast nucleation of the nanoislands which, when arise, become a strong sink for neutral silver, the strength of this sink decreases with the move of the interaction frontier from the glass surface.Comparing the calculations performed and AFM images of the nanoparticles, one can notice that the measured size of the nanoislands exceeds the calculated one. We relate this to the absence of the flow of silver atoms to the growing nanoparticles from the glass surface out of the unpoled aperture as there are no silver atoms on the surface of the poled glass. This decreases surface oversaturation and can even result in Ostwald repining of the nanoislands that is to the formation of bigger islands which are seen in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. It is worth to note that the similarity of the formed groups of the nanoislands is because of their self-arranged growth within the area limited by the aperture used in the glass poling.

![**The temporal evolution of the nanoisland distribution.** The temporal evolution of the nanoisland distribution on the surface of unpoled **(a)** and poled **(b)** ion-exchanged glass. Color indicates the number of islands per nm^2^. Parameters of simulation are taken from \[[@B4],[@B12]\].](1556-276X-9-606-5){#F5}

Conclusions
===========

Finally, we have demonstrated the growth of a net of small groups of silver nanoislands on the surface of poled silver ion-exchanged glass having the set of unpoled regions 300 × 300 nm^2^. Annealing of the poled glass slide in hydrogen resulted in the formation of the set of similar in geometry plasmonic molecules consisted of 6 to 8 silver nanoislands each. Performed modeling, which accounts for the nanoislands, grows via two mechanisms: surface diffusion and diffusion from the bulk, explains the processes taking place in the formation of these structures. Proposed technique allows multiplication (imprinting) of the sets of plasmonic molecules using the same electrode that provides easy formation which does not require electron beam lithography. We believe that the varying of the size and shape of the apertures could allow formation of the plasmonic molecules differing in number of the nanoislands, their size, and mutual position.
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